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T

he new Wiring Rules AS/NZS
3000:2000 include changes to
improve electrical safety. During short
circuits, it is possible for exposed
conductive parts of an installation to rise
to a voltage which could cause severe
shock to anybody in contact with them.
The new rules require the design of the
electrical installation to be such that this
type of risk is kept to a minimum. In
addition, domestic installations now
require earth leakage protection on both
lighting and power circuits. To ensure the
new safety requirements are complied
with, an improved understanding of the
characteristics of the circuit protective
devices and potential fault currents is
required for those responsible for the
installation.
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understanding of the differences. The
problem is further complicated by the
existence of two standards for MCBs in
Australia. The old AS3111 is still
applicable until 2007. In the meantime
it runs concurrently with AS/NZS4898.
These standards have different
requirements for the time/current
characteristics of the circuit breakers.

The Miniature Circuit
Breaker (MCB)
The MCB has long replaced the
rewireable fuse for the protection of low
current (<100 A) circuits. The MCB
offers easy resetting after a fault and until
the introduction of the 2000 edition of the
Wiring Rules, was selected simply to
match the cable rating. Very few people
have been aware that different
characteristics have been available and the
new Wiring Rules now require an

Typical magnetic trip. AS3111 style

While most MCBs use a directly heated
bimetal (the bimetal carries the current)
the older or what can be generally
called the AS3111 breakers, have a
simple clapper type magnetic trip.
MCBs to AS/NZS4898 typically have a
solenoid arrangement and for each
current rating the number of turns is

2
that under short circuit
conditions the magnetic trip
level has been reached.
For AS3111 style breakers
there is no choice of
performance characteristics.
If there is a problem with
tripping time; compliance
may require larger cables or
reduced length of the cable
run.

The problem
Typical magnetic coil. AS/NZS4898 style

different. The magnetic trip of
the AS3111 breakers was more
to allow the MCB to interrupt
short circuit levels than provide
a feature for the protected
circuits. The standard has no
specific test requirements for
the performance of the
magnetic trip. For the
AS/NZS4898 breakers, the
magnetic trip is assessed and
the breaker characterised by the
pick up point of the magnetic
trip. This gives rise to three
types B, C and D with mean
instantaneous operating points
of 4, 7.5 and 12.5 times rated
current respectively (See
Diagram A). For the
Australian market, the C curve
has been the common rating
with very little application for
B and D curves.

Why have
different curves
In most applications, even with
the new requirements the C
curve is the best characteristic
to use. It will provide adequate
circuit protection with little
nuisance tripping. With some
loads such as air conditioners

and welders there can be large
inrush currents that will cause
tripping of the circuit breaker.
This can often be resolved by
fitting a D curve breaker with
the higher magnetic trip. The
new Wiring Rules have
introduced concepts that now
require a B curve breaker to be
fitted in some circuits to ensure

Typical MCB trip characteristics to AS/NZ4898
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Diagram A.
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The Multiple Earth Neutral
(MEN) wiring system as used
in Australia, is intended to
ensure exposed conductive
parts of an installation are
maintained at the same
potential as earth. In the case
of the normal 415 V supply
the MEN system also
prevents any live conductors
from being higher than 240 V
above earth. Under short
circuit conditions the
situation can change because
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Maximum circuit length when volt drop and touch voltages are considered

Table1. Maximum circuit length when volt drop and touch voltages are considered

of the impedance of the earth
conductors. Exposed parts can
reach voltages approaching the
normal phase to earth voltage.
(See diagram B )

The risk
If a person is in contact with
say, the frame of an electrical
device when it develops an
internal fault to earth, they can
be exposed to a significant
voltage between the point they
are standing on and the device
frame. The voltage they are
actually exposed to will depend
on quite a few factors. The risk
however is real and is greatest
when an operator of an
electrical device is required to
grasp it. The Wiring Rules
consider that provided the
exposure time of this voltage is
less than 0.4 seconds, then the
risk to a person in contact with
exposed conductive parts is
minimal.

Fault calculation
To access the clearance time
under fault conditions the
prospective fault current must
be determined by
measurement or, calculation.
It is the prospective current
that will flow when the end of
the cable being protected is
connected to the protective
earth conductor that is of
concern. With long cable runs
this prospective current can be
found to be comparatively low.
It should be remembered
however that the first problem
with long cable runs is the
possibility of excessive voltage
drop, and cables should be
selected first for current rating,
then checked for voltage drop
before determining the fault
prospective.

of fault currents and provides
Table B5.1 for a quick guide
to maximum circuit lengths
for typical active/earth wire
combinations. It should be
noted that the lengths quoted
for Type B circuit breakers
and fuses for cables up to
16 mm cannot be achieved
because of excessive volt
drop. Care should also be
taken to check the cable rating
for the intended mounting or
enclosure. In particular the
cable rating must be
multiplied by 0.9 when using
a fuse. The above table 1
shows the results when volt
drop and installation method
are considered. It also
includes a column for
Terasaki Safe-T circuit
breakers.

The Wiring Rules give
guidance as to the calculation
NHP Technical News, issue 31

4
Earth leakage
For a circuit protected by a
30 mA earth leakage device,
the clearance time of 0.4
seconds is easily achieved and
it is not necessary to consider
prospective currents or
operating characteristics of
the circuit over current
protection. Any current flow
to earth above 30 mA will
cause virtually instantaneous
tripping and comply with the
wiring rules 0.4 second
requirement.
While earth leakage devices
with higher trip levels (300
mA being typical) are used in
other countries to address the
problems of touch voltages,
they have so far had little
acceptance in Australia. The
higher trip level is however
much more suited for
protecting the whole of an
installation, and it is less
prone to the nuisance tripping
that can arise with 30 mA
devices. Trip levels above 30
mA do not provide adequate
protection against shock when
direct contact is made with a
live conductor, as current flow
in the region between 30 and
300 mA is where most
electrical fatalities will arise.

Protection
against short
circuit
The Wiring Rules are now
more specific in the need to
limit the temperature rise of
conductors during a short
circuit. The normal MCCB,
MCB and HRC fuse will meet
the requirements and will
prevent damage to
conductors. In the case of the

Diagram B.
- Faults to earth can cause a risk of shock

more robust air circuit
breakers, it is possible to a set
time delay at short circuit
current levels. If this is done
the temperature rise of the
conductor must be checked
for the time delay selected at
the fault current prospective
of the circuit in question. The
required calculation can be
found in clause 2.4.4.3 of the
Wiring Rules.

Conclusion

overcome by ensuring the
circuit is tripped in less than
0.4 seconds. This can be
achieved by normal over
current protective devices if
cable runs are not excessive.
If earth leakage protection is
installed the requirement is
easily met. While the number
of instances where this has
caused a problem may not be
very high, the risk is still
there and the solution is fairly
simple.

Australia is following what
has been accepted in many
countries for some time. The
changes mentioned above
address what is a flaw in the
MEN system of earthing.
That is under short circuit
conditions temporary
exposure to harmful voltages
is possible. This risk can be
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Electrical SafetyTerasaki Safe-T

Other titles currently available.
Please tick those you would like to receive.
■

Controlling high Short Circuit currents with current limiting circuit breakers (short circuit co-ordination)

■

EMC - what’s all the noise about (understanding EMC)

■

How does electrical equipment rate (Understanding ratings of electrical equipment)

■

The quality Switchboard (Switchgear and protection devices for Switchboards)

■

RCD’s are saving lives (Earth leakage protection; RCD’s)

■

Terminations, good or bad? (Terminals)

■

Power factor what is it? (Power factor and correction equipment)

■

Set the protection (MCCB breakers and application)

■

IP ratings what do they mean? (IP Ratings, use and meaning)

■

Utilisation categories (Electrical life of switches)

■

Don’t forget the motor protection (Motor protection devices and application)

■

Electrical life of contactors (How and why contactors are tested)

■

Taking the ‘hiss’ out of DC switching (DC switching principles)

■

Start in the correct gear (Application of different motor starters)

■

Application guide to lamp selection (Industrial pushbutton controls)

■

Electrical surges can be expensive (Electrical surges)

■

The thinking contactor (The development of the contactor)

■

Some don’t like it hot (Temperature rise in electrical switchgear)

■

Pollution of the airwaves (Unwanted signals and their effects on motor protection devices)

■

What’s the difference about safety (Safety devices and their application)

■

Talk about torque (Motors and torque)

Editorial content: - Please address all enquiries to ‘The Editor - ‘NHP Technical News’
PO Box 199, Richmond, Victoria 3121.
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